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IOGIC AND EQUATIONS FOR TEE REAL-TIME COMPUTATION 

OF THE LUNAR MODULE DESCENT PLANNING TABLE 

By William A. Sullivan 

SUMMARY AND INTRODUCTION 

This internal note presents the revised logic and equations for the 
lunar module (IM) descent planning processor (LDPP) which replaces that 
in reference 1. The enclosed flew charts define the processor for the 
lunar landing mission real-time computer system. The LDPP computes 

t0 be executed by command and service modules 
(CSM) and the IM to yield a set of desired orbital conditions at the 

™ tlSCe^ 1®litlon or a desired CSM orbital plane at the time 
of IM lift-off. The output of the LDPP will be used to compute the IM 
descent planning table for real-time mission planning. 

ABBREVIATIONS 

APPLY subroutine that computes and applies maneuvers based on 
input platform AV components 

CHAPLA 

CIA 

CIR 

CNODE 

CSM 

DOI 

HOI 

H02 

LATLON 

apside shift and altitude adjustment maneuver 

subroutine that computes plane-change maneuver 

circularization at an apsis maneuver 

circularization maneuver 

subroutine that searches for a common node between 
two orbits 

command and service modules 

descent orbit injection maneuver 

first maneuver in a double Hohmann sequence 

second maneuver in a double Hohmann sequence 

subroutine that computes selenocentric position from 
selenographic position 
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IDPP lunar module descent planning processor 

IDFT lunar module descent planning table 

LLTPR subroutine that predicts the time of lunar landing 

LM lunar module 

PC plane-change maneuver 

PCC plane change and circularization maneuver 

PPC prelaunch plane-change maneuver 

SAC subroutine that computes apsis and circularization 
maneuvers 

STAP subroutine that Iterates to find an upcoming apsis point 

STCIR subroutine that iterates to find a specified radius in 
a given orbit 

STL0 subroutine that iterates to find a vehicle time of 
arrival at an input longitude 

TIMA subroutine that iterates to find a vehicle time of 
arrival at an argument of latitude 

LUNAR MODULE DESCENT PLANNING PROCESSOR 

The LDPP computes maneuver sequences based on flight controller 
decisions. There are seven modes of operations from which to choose. 
Each of these modes may contain more than one sequence. Each sequence 
may or may not have more than one maneuver. The following table presents 
a list of maneuver sequences in each mode. 
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Mode Maneuver Sequence 
l 2 3 

1 1 PC PCC ASP 

2 DOI DOI CIA 

3 " DOI 

2 1 ASH CIR __ 

2 DOI DOI — 

3 1 ASH — __ 

2 CIA - — 

3 DOI - - 

k 1 DOI - - 

5 1 PC HOI HOI 

2 HOI PC H02 

3 H02 H02 PC 

4 DOI DOI DOI 

6 Go to powered descent 

|||ig§ l PPC 

These maneuver sequences are designed to give the flight controller 
the ability to correct a non-nominal CSM orbit after lunar orbit inser¬ 
tion and to place the CSM orbital plane over the IM landing site before 
IM lift-off. The IDPP has the capability to compute maneuvers to change 
the apocynthion and percynthion heights, shift the line-of-apsides and 
place the CSM orbital plane over a desired landing site using an input 
azimuth. The processor also computes a IM DOI maneuver based on a de¬ 
sired landing site position. To compute these maneuvers the IDPP assumes 
that the vehicles are docked for all maneuvers prior to DOI and are 
undocked for DOI and all following maneuvers. 

When computing in modes 1 through 5, the flight controller is given 
the option of simulating powered descent; in mode 6, however, only a 
powered descent simulation is available. Mode 7 is used to compute a 
maneuver to place the CSM orbital plane over the IM landing site at 
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the time of IM lift-off. To compute these maneuvers, the IDPP calls 
three specialized subroutines. The subroutines are SAC (spacecraft 
apsis and circularization), CHAPLA (change spacecraft plane), and LLTPR 

f predictlon routine). Plow charts for the LDPP, SAC, 
^ presented in appendices A, B, C, and D, respectively. 

$2*1 ^ niS completed ln the the IM descent planning 
table (LDPT) is then displayed. Hie IDPT displays maneuvers and descent 
trajectory parameters. From these displayed quantities the flight 

lfnZ°^V T t ^hSther or not the total maneuver plan is acceptable. 
If the plan is acceptable, the flight controller can transfer it to the 

mission p2n. ^ Where dt becomes an integral part of the over-all 

over aUders°SdneS“ s^cified *** 

Subroutine LIffPE (ref. 2) computes the time of the DOI maneuver based 
on a desired landing site and a CSM vector before the maneuver. 

as the. du?ar satellite analytic ephemeris generator, 
SSonfnf ephemeris Prediction and IM descent guidance 

t^TfX4 5)< “p’3m>- SKm 
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APPENDIX A 

IDPP FLOW CHART 



SYMBOIS FOR LDPP FLOW CHART 

Input Constants 

ee 
ct 
g 

IDO 

3.141592... 

lunar gravitational potential 

mean lunar radius 

angular Iteration tolerance 

time iteration tolerance 

average acceleration of gravity- 

input Variables 

maneuver routine flag; if 

MODE = 1, compute CSM phase change sequence 

MODE = 2, compute single CSM maneuver sequence 

MODE = 3j compute double CSM maneuver sequence 

MODE = 4, compute IM maneuver sequence 

MODE = 5, compute double Hohmann plane change CSM 
maneuver sequence 

MODE = 6, compute IM powered-descent trajectory 

MODE =7) compute CSM prelaunch plane-change maneuver 
sequence 

maneuver sequence flag; when 

MODE = 1 and 

IDO = -1, compute plane-change maneuver only 

IDO = 0, compute plane change and circularization 
maneuver 

IDO = 1, compute plane-change maneuver combined 
with the first maneuver of a CSM two-maneuver 
sequence to circularize the CSM orbit at 
an input altitude. 

IDO = 0, compute CSM maneuver to establish an 
apsis and an input altitude at the DOI 
maneuver point 



IDO = 1, compute CSM maneuver to circularize orbit 
at an input altitude 

MODE = 3 and 

IDO . 

IDO = 1, 

MQpE = 5 t 

IDO = -1, 

IDO = 1, 

compute CSM two-maneuver sequence with 
the first maneuver performed at an input 
time and the second maneuver performed at 
an input altitude to circularize the orbit 

compute CSM two-maneuver sequence with the first 
maneuver performed at an apsis and the second 

cularize g?5£ * “ ^ *ltltude to 

compute CSM three-maneuver sequence so that 
the first maneuver is a plane change and the 
following pair is a double Hohmann to a 
circular orbit at an input altitude 

compute CSM three-maneuver sequence so that 
the first maneuver initiates a double Hohmann, 
the second is a plane change, and the third 
completes the double Hohmann to a circular 
orbit at an input altitude. 

compute CSM three-maneuver sequence so that 
the first two maneuvers constitute a double 
Hohmann to a circular orbit at an input 
altitude and the third is a plane change. 

powered-descent simulation flag 

IED = o, simulate powered descent 

IDD = 1, do not simulate powered descent 

descent azimuth flag 

IAZ = °> descent azimuth is not specified 

IAZ = X> descent azimuth is specified 

powered-descent time flag 

ITH> = 0, let powered descent compute time to ignite 

ITH) = 1> input time for Powered-descent ignition 
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*!£> *1£> hs 

I 

^nom 

V e2> % H* \ 
V Iq> t2 } 

time for powered descent ignition 

table of threshold times 

number of dwell orbits desired between DOI and 
powered-descent ignition 

radius, latitude, and longitude of the 
desired landing site 

altitude of point of descent ignition 

powered-flight arc of descent 

powered-flight time of descent 

descent azimuth desired 

altitude wanted at apsis 

average specific impulse of IM descent engine 

initial weight of LM 

CSM state vector and time 

Output Variables 

number of maneuver computed 

delta V costs of each maneuver 

yaw angle of each maneuver 

pitch angle of each maneuver 

time of each maneuver 
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LDPf> (=l~OU> CHART S 
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0 
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6 

C5.M XH-I>I_AME_ 
^ftMEW-VER. 

Route 
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0 
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<5 
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19 



20 



21 



22 



25 



2k 
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26 



27 



28 



29 





31 



52 



33 



54 



55 
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ri a li2-e. <LSa\ 

{ CALL LS.AE&'. AOVArOCE i 

[ T& V, 

f CALL t>PPU •- &IWEIO AVt' ^NJ^AVi ^ 
I Co^fl^Tt C.SK\ ORBITAL ELEwEUTS 
V APTce. mswEw/tft. , 

CALL L!>f\E&-. XMtTi AL»IE. C.&IYS 
VELTofc APTtfe. AAAME.n.vEft. 
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39 

30 



4o 

31 





42 

33 

© 
CoiwtNATE. bisf"lav quantities 

ft wb OiATPlAT 

G5D 
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APPENDIX B 

SAC FLOW CHART 
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R 
moon 

SYMBOIfi FOR SAC FLOW CHART 

Input Constants 

3.Ha592... 

lunar gravitational potential 

mean lunar radius 

1 

Input Variables 

vehicle number; if 

L = 1, the IA1 is maneuvering 

L = 2, the CSM is maneuvering 

n* height wanted at an apsis, or circular altitude 
wanted 

j routine flag; if 

J = 0, compute maneuver to yield at an 

apsis 180° away from maneuver 

J = 1, compute maneuver to circularize at input 
altitude 

t .. time of maneuver 

ISAEG vector input for maneuvering vehicle at time t 

avh,avr, j 

AVZ j 

Output Variables 

■ delta V costs in platform coordinate systems delta V costs in platform coordinate systems 



SAC FLouj CHAR.T 
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APPENDIX C 

CHAPLA FLOW CHART 
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SYMBOIfi TOR CHAELA KLOW CHART 

Input Constants 

3.141592... 
iteration tolerance or time 

L 

IWA 

\> K 2 

Input Variables 

vehicle number, if 

L = 1, IM is maneuvering 

L = 2, CSM is maneuvering 

flag that determines azimuth; if 

IWA = 0, the azimuth is not specified 

IWA = 1, the azimuth is specified 

number of maneuvers in sequence 

number of the plane-change maneuver 

input flag 

IGO = 0, compute■plane change as if it were only maneuver 
being done 

IGO = 1, compute plane change as pert of maneuver 
sequence 

descent azimuth desired 

radius, latitude, and longitude of desired landing site 

table of elements before and after all maneuvers in 
sequence 

i = number of maneuver 

8 = before or after index (k = 1, elements before; 
k = 2, elements after) 

j = element counter 

■^M ) 
i > table of maneuver times 

(i 1 1,D > 
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^ (k = 1,1) table of threshold times 

V \ 

gL’ V V *L i 

> maneuvering vehicle state vector and time 

aVh> aVr' aVz 

Output Variables 

maneuver delta V costs in platform coordinate 
system 

maneuver time 
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CHRPLR FU>J CHART [I] 
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2 



57 



58 

4 



59 

0 



Go 
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0 
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8 
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APPENDIX D 

LLTPR FLOW CHART 
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\s* I 
fj£ i 
% 

% 

*D 

% 
a, e, | e,\ 

SXMBOIO POE LLTER PLOW CHAET 

Input Constants 

3.1U592... 

lunar gravitational potential 

mean lunar radius 

angular iteration tolerance 

Input Variables 

position of desired landing site 

height of descent ignition 

pcwered-flight arc of descent 

powered-flight time of descent 

threshold time for descent 

tDOI 

CSM state vector and time 

number of dwell orbits desired between DOI and 
descent ignition 

Output Variable 

time of descent orbit injection 
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